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◌̂ falling (high to low) tone
◌̌ rising (low to high) tone
◌̈ mid-high rising tone
◌̚ mid-low falling tone
! downstep of the following tone
(Х) Х is optional
*(Х) Х is obligatory
X//Y X and Y are free variants
+ affirmative polarity series
- negative polarity series
1 1st person
2 2nd person
3 3rd person or portemanteau series contracted with a 3SG non-subject pronoun
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AG agent nominalization
APUD localization APUD ‘around’
ATR attributive marker
BENEF benefactive postposition
BSQ base form of the verb (often omitted from the gloss)
L low tone form of the verb
CND conditional series
CNS syntactic marker of a construction







FOC focus pronoun series or focus construction marker
HAB habitual series




NGO cancelled result or irreal conditional marker
NMLZ (event) nominalization
P postposition
POS substantivized possessive series, also used as a contrastive topic marker
POST localization POST ‘behind’
POSS localization POSS ‘in the possession’
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PST preterite series








SUB localization SUB ‘under’
SUPER localization SUPER ‘on, over’
TOP topic marker
V verb stem or verb within an idiomatic expression
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